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2020 INDIE BOOK COVER
COMPETITION

About the competition 
Samantha Goodwin decided to launch a brand new Indie Book Competition.
Her hope was to bring more exposure to a large number of Indie books and
to celebrate all the bril l iant book covers out there.
 
She sourced a range of awesome prizes and made sure it was super easy to
enter. One of the many prizes for the winner was to recieve a special full-
page listing in the summer brochure and an exclusive interview.  WIW was
excited to be part of this giveaway.  Supporting indies and giving them a
platform is what we’re all about.  
 
Keep a look out throughout the brochure for the Samantha Goodwin 2020
Indie Book Cover winners.  

Cover Designer:
Damonza.Com
Studio

Cover Designer:
Christian Faith
Publishing

Cover Designer:
Adam Oehlers

Cover Designer:
100covers.com

@DAMONZACOM

@ADAMOEHLERS 100COVERS.COM

CHRISTIANFAITH
PUBLISHING.COM
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2020 INDIE BOOK COVER
COMPETITION

What inspired your novel?

I had it in my heart to honour my late
father’s memory by turning what was
originally a movie script into a novel. 
 My dad was a true science fiction fan,
so it just felt right to do that because
my love of sci-fi naturally came from
him anyway.  And I wanted to see
women at the forefront of sci-fi again,
so my saint of a mother and other
women in my life definitely inspired a
lot of the characters.

First, off tell us a little about
yourself.
Really, I ’m just your average Joe.  I ’m in
my 40s.  I l ive in New Zealand, and work
for a construction supplier.  I love animals.  
My younger sister calls me “Peter Pan” and
she’s mostly right… I sti l l l ike comics, and
toys, and I have a generally immature
sense of humour. I really love to laugh and
to make other people laugh.  That’s me in a
nutshell .

Winning author: B.T.Keaton
Book Cover: Transference
Discover more about Transference and B. T. Keaton in this exclusive
interview with competition host Sam Goodwin.
 
The cover was created by Damonza.Com Studio (@damonzacom).
 

For those who don’t already
know, what is your book
Transference about?

The story takes place roughly 80 years
from now. Humanity has discovered a way
to capture a human soul, and then
“transfer” it from body to body. This
process allows for people to, in theory, l ive
forever.  The technology itself has fallen
under the complete hegemonic control of
Jovian, a mad-cleric who calls himself “the
Prophet.”  Jovian has used this tech to keep
the world under his thumb, yet there are
small pockets of those left who resist him
and his Church. One such man—and his
companions—know part of the truth behind
transference, where it came from, and they
take it upon themselves to potentially rid
the world of it .
 

Transference was the
winner of the Indie Book
Cover Competition 2020.
What do you think makes a
good book cover?
I ’m sti l l reeling from the win!  There
were so many great covers.  I ’m sure
there’s legit reasons for what makes a
cover good, and why that is.  Colour
selection, fonts, et cetera.  I concede to
the amazingly talented graphic
designers out there who could tell you
far more than I can. Though I did
understand that I had to hook people
with the cover—to make someone do a
double-take.  Like, oh wow, wait a sec—
I gotta check this out!  
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B.T. KEATON
TRANSFERENCE

ENTER YOUR TEXT

If you could tell your
younger writing-self
anything, what would it be?

How has becoming an author
changed you?

Oh, I’m painfully obtuse now.  I walk
around in smoking jackets at all hours
speaking the Queen’s English. No, but
seriously… the process itself, of publishing a
book I mean, has really opened my eyes in
terms of the sheer amount of work and
money that’s involved.  I ’ve seen “behind
the curtain,” and the knowledge that’s come
with that has proved rewarding,
frustrating, and surprising.  Mostly
rewarding.
 

I probably would be too firm with him. 
 I would say stop being afraid.  There’s
nothing to be afraid of.  What you’re
really afraid of is hurting your fragile
l itt le ego in a finite place in time. 
 Having a big ego—not that I ever did in
the first place—never did anyone huge
favours in this l ife.  So, just set all that
aside, and keep writing.  On the other
hand, with all that said, I think those
sorts of things just happen with time.

What is your favourite
genre to read, and why?

My first love was comics, and that never
really went away.  Probably because
they sti l l make me feel l ike a kid. I never
tire of Tolkien’s The Silmaril l ion, Jeff
Smith’s Bone, or Michael Ende’s The
NeverEnding Story.  So, I mostly stick to
fiction.  But if it speaks to me, I ’ l l pick it
up.  If someone recommends it, I ’ l l give
it a whirl .  If I make friends with a
fellow writer, I ’ l l nab their work purely
out of a desire to support them.  I want
all of us to succeed.

What behind-the-scenes
tidbit in your life would
probably surprise your
readers the most?

Once upon a time, my nickname was
“Ponyboy.”  The name had become so
ingrained that most of people I worked
with didn’t even know my real name.  So
yeah, have fun trying to figure that one
out. Actually, on second thought, scratch
that… it ’s probably not that interesting.
(laughs)

Where can we connect with you online?

Oh, I love to connect with readers and other writers!  I ’m kinda sorta an
Instagram addict, and my handle there is @keatonisbatman.  That’s probably the
best way to reach out to me, so don’t be shy.  I ’ve also got my own webpage at
www.brandonkeaton.com and it would mean the world to me if you looked me up
on Goodreads and Amazon.
 

WITH
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INDIE BOOKS

Book stack by @jodie_at_home
Edited by @redfae mixing images from Unsplash
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WHERE TO BUY

Over the next few pages you will discover the
wonderful variety of indie books by members of
the World Indie Warriors.  
 
The following icons inform you where you can
buy these fabulous books:

Buy ebooks at 
Amazon

Buy various formats 
at Amazon

Buy ebooks at 
Kobo.com

Buy various formats 
at Barnes & Noble

Buy ebooks at 
Apple Books

Buy various formats 
at Waterstone’s

Buy various formats 
at Indigo Chapters

Available at all 
good bookstores.

Buy ebooks at
Smashwords
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CHILDREN’S FICTION

MG/YA FANTASY
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YA CONTEMPORARY

YA FUTURISTIC SCI-FI
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YA FANTASY
11

@worldindiewarriorsWorld Indie Warriros Members

https://worldindiewarriors.wordpress.com

Check out our MEET THE INDIES pages to
connect with all the fabulous people featured in
our brochure.  



HIGH FANTASY
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HIGH FANTASY
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HIGH FANTASY
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HIGH FANTASY

FOLKLORE FANTASY
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URBAN FANTASY
16

We are working on developing
resources to create a social hub for
collaboration, support and for indies and
appreciators.

WIW'S FUTURE PLANS...



“The human experience in all of its majesty can only be told
through diverse voices. We are here to expand the stage for
diverse voices, so that creatives can share their vision of the
human experience and so that you, the audience, can see
yourself represented.  Let us know how we can support this
for you!”

URBAN FANTASY
17

Michelle Raab



URBAN FANTASY
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1 . BUY & READ
2. RATE & REVIEW 
3. FOLLOW & CONNECT
4. SPREAD THE WORD



CONTEMPORARY
FANTASY

HISTORICAL FANTASY
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ALTERNATE 
HISTORY

DYSTOPIA
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SPECULATIVE FICTION

"An exciting, intellectually
stimulating science-fiction
thriller which also connects
emotionally, Transference
intertwines powerful ideas,
highly visual settings and a
brilliantly conceived plot." -
BookViral, ★★★★★
 

"Transference seamlessly
incorporates action and
drama with satire and
excellent narration to make
a story that is persistently
compelling." - Literary Titan,
★★★★★

 

"The characterization is top-
notch, the dialogue sharp,
and the prose crisp.. .
Keaton's interesting way of
storytelling and the
intriguing, original concept
make for extra bonus points."
- The Prairies Book Review,
★★★★★

 

"Transference explains the
purpose of human suffering
and the essential nature of
hope in the struggle that is
life.  Keaton creates a
science fiction masterwork
that explores human identity
and the dignity of the
person without unnecessary
moralizing." -
IndieReader.com, ★★★★★
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FANTASY ROMANCE

PARANORMAL 
ROMANCE
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YA ROMANCE

LGBTQIA+ ROMANCE
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ROMANTIC COMEDY

YA FUTURISTIC SCI-FI
READERS:  HELP US
TO HELP YOU

We are here to support you. If you’re
looking for a particular twist on a trope
or better representation for people l ike
you, let us know. We will help you find
those books or advocate for more
representation. We are here for you.
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ROMANTIC SUSPENSE
25

Share reviews by blogging or posting on social media. Our
favourite book review site is Good Reads.  You can set
reading goals, rate & review books and follow authors. 

TAG US IN YOUR POSTS AND USE #WIWBOOKS

BOOK REVIEWS



SCI-FI
THRILLER

SUPERNATURAL
THRILLER
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THRILLER

YA FUTURISTIC SCI-FI
HOW TO
WRITE A

BOOK
REVIEW

* What did you like/not l ike about
the book?
* Which readers would l ike it? 
* When/Where is the book set?
* Who are the main characters? 
* What happened (without spoilers)?
 

27

It can be tricky
to start writing
a review. 
Hopefully these
prompts will
help.  

PROMPTS



CRIME

SATIRE
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CHRISTIAN FICTION 

“A beautiful journey of
amazing grace, redemption

and unfailing love. Storms in
life will come but glory to a
Sovereign God who teaches
us how to dance in the rain.”
- Amazon Review, ★★★★★

“To Dance is a soul-ish book
which is the best kind. It

reminded me that God wants
to heal us but that we must

continually invite Him in.
This book brought clarity to

my wounds and helped
changed my thoughts and I
think it will do the same for

others.”
- Amazon Review, ★★★★★

 

"Royce, the main character
is winsome and endearing.
The author writes Royce's
story with very descriptive
and interesting prose. Take
the time to read To Dance -

you won't regret it!”
- Amazon Review, ★★★★★
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SHORT STORIES

CREATIVE 
NON-FICTION
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RESOURCES
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POETRY



AN INTERVIEW
LAURA D CHILD

MAGIC BOOK CORNER

Welcome to  my Magic Book Corner. It 's quirky and fun and pretty much me; a
hopeless romantic and fantasy addict.
 
Me and my big dragon Jeff, the handsome big guy on my profi le pic, are always
on the hunt for new bookish gems to add to our hoard.
 
Yep. I 'm talking about the dragon. And yes, you heard that right. His name is Jeff
and he is mine.
 
Enter Jeff is the fierce guardian of my blog, The Magic Book Corner - a book
review and cover art blog that strives to cover Fantasy and Romance with all their
sub-genres.
 
Jeff and I both are huge Indie author supporters and have quite a lot going on over
on our social media feed. If you want to check out our adventures, inclusive of a
treasure hunt, fan art for books we love, funny quotes and awesome art
showcases, come visit us. 
 

What was the first book
you fell in love with?

WITH BOOK BLOGGER

A Little Princess by Frances Hodgson
Burnett. And it wil l always have a
special place in my heart.

When did you start
blogging about books?

My blog, The Magic Book Corner
was all set about one year ago, with
both Facebook page and Instagram
account. That is when I officially
started blogging about books. But I
had been reviewing books on
GoodReads long before that. It ’s just
that it took me a litt le while to
gather my courage and get started.

Can you remember your
first book review?
Honestly, no. But I do remember
how I started to review.
 
I joined GoodReads in 2015 and
silently stalked different GR groups,
checked out buddy reads and slowly
started to take part in book
discussions. I stumbled upon The
Fantasy Buddy Reads group and
made a lot of wonderful bookish
friends there who kept encouraging
me to write my thoughts down in a
review. I wil l always remember the
first few buddy reads that made all
the difference for my ‘future as a
blogger’ .
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AN INTERVIEW
LAURA D CHILD

ENTER YOUR TEXT

Continued.. .

The ‘romantasy’ fans group where we
buddy read Juliet Maril ier’s
Sevenwaters Series (btw. We invented
that term because it sounds pretty
cool. It ’s meant to be fantasy and
romance in a quirky way, just l ike all
of us in that group).
 
The Kay Squad where we buddy read
all of Gavriel Kay’s books and I kept
being nudged to write it all down
because… . .  ‘ it ’s just l ike commenting in
a buddy read! Easy and no big deal! ’
 
And most of all , the Feel Good Book
Club where a bunch of ladies pulled
an all-nighter to read Wolfsong by TJ
Klune and we smiled, sighed and
laughed our heads off and then
encouraged each other to write a kick-
ass review because this book is worth
it!
 
This is how I started to review books.
And this is how I turned from an
invisible l itt le bookworm into a big
Bookdragon. :D
 

WITH BOOK BLOGGER

Do you have a favourite
genre?

It depends on the day and on my mood.
There are days when I would curl up
with a good urban fantasy and a bowl
of popcorn, others when I prefer a
chil l ing mystery thri l ler, and some days
when a scorching romance is the only
thing that would soothe me.

Do you have any book
crushes?
Oh my! Who doesn’t?! My biggest crush
is Mykkael – the hero from To Ride
Hell ’s Chasm by Janny Wurts. That is
THE number 1 book on all my lists. And,
as far as the ladies are concerned, I am
utterly in love with two of them, both
from books written by Indie authors.
Crash from No Masters or Kings by J.E.
Nice and Charlotte from Cloaked by
Taylor Hobbs. They are badass
awesome!

Tell us about your Indie
Wednesdays?
I got the idea from Michelle, the leader
of the World Indie Warriors Group. She
is a good friend of mine and encouraged
me to create my own bookish style in
the blogger community. She does a lot
for the Indie community without
expecting anything in return. And I
wanted to give a l itt le bit back to her as
a thank you for helping me find my
groove, and my Bookdragon’s voice. :D
 
I set up a Wednesday feature where I
present a book and an author who is
part of The World Indie Warriors
Group.
 
I post the review of a book as well as a
heart-to-heart with the author. That’s
why my interviews are called: Heart-to-
Heart with an Author – because they
are a bit personal and focus on the
books.
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AN INTERVIEW
LAURA D CHILD

ENTER YOUR TEXT

My Bookdragon Jeff wil l answer this question here, since you did specify ‘the
life of a book dragon’.
 
I start by sorting the dragon mail after my morning coffee. There are review
requests to consider and book sales to check out, invitations to events and
requests for posts to be shared… I need to set it all straight and write them
down in my agenda. And yes. You heard that right. I use a solid agenda. The
old-fashioned kind in which you need to write with a pen. Not the modern
computer thingy. I am quirky and old-fashioned like that.
 
I write reviews and plan heart-to-hearts, then upload everything on my blog.
Did you know Laura allowed me my own feature? It ’s called A Dragon’s
Heart-to-Heart with a Book Hero and I write it within the pages of a book and
invite the character to my den for a l itt le chat.
 
And I also go on bookish quests and check out book sales for rare tit les to add
them to my shelves. Our blog is new and my bookish hoard is smaller than
that of other Bookdragons out there. And I am set on making it the best! It
may not be the biggest, but it wil l contain the most precious bookish gems! I ’ l l
bet my claws on it!
 
And at the end of each day I curl up with a good book in my den. Not on the
rug, mind you. Laura got angry with me when I set it on fire the third time. So
now I curl up on the bare floor, next to the fireplace. No danger of setting that
more on fire than it already is. And it is not my fault that certain tales make
me snort or chuckle. . . f lame. I am a Bookdragon after all . 
 

WITH BOOK BLOGGER

Tell us about a day in the life of a book dragon?

What makes a book earn five stars?

Oh! That is a tough question. It would depend on the book. A romance book
must make me feel. It must wring my heart with the heroes’ pain and make me
sigh with longing at sweet and gentle moments. An Urban Fantasy must make
me laugh out loud and deliver kickass action. A high fantasy should make me
get lost within the pages with wonderful, elegant prose and a lot of food for
thought. A grimdark should have deliciously bloody gore and lots of cool dark
scenes. An epic fantasy should deliver awesome action, an amazing world and
a great magic system. And so on. 😊 Fully fleshed characters are a must in any
genre and the same goes for a good prose.
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AN INTERVIEW
LAURA D CHILD

ENTER YOUR TEXT
Where can we connect with you online?
This Bookdragon here reads and reviews 200+ books a year and if she l ikes a
book she'l l sing it to the world.
 
I set heart and soul in everything I do, so there is a chance I may get gushy when
a book is awesome.
 
 

WITH BOOK BLOGGER

What makes you pick up a
book to read?
 
The blurb or a recommendation from a
friend most of the time. Very rarely the
cover.

What is a must read book
you recommend?

Damn! That is one tough question.
Because there are so many!!! But if I
have to stick to only one, I would
suggest To Ride Hell ’s Chasm by Janny
Wurts. It is unbelievably good and
would make the perfect read for anyone
looking for elegant prose, non-stop
thril l ing action, as well as a lot of solid
moral themes.
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INDIE PRODUCTS

INDIE SERVICES
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INDIE SERVICES
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INDIE SERVICES
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Michelle

Raab

F O U N D E R

Michelle had a vision.  She wanted

to create a space where creatives

could come together and support

one another.  Somewhere people

could collaborate and share ideas.

She pulled together people who

shared her passion and turned her

dream into a reality.  

 

World Indie Warriors is inclusive,

diverse and what every creative

has been wishing for.  

 

Thank you Michelle for bringing us

together.
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MEET THE INDIES
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MEET THE INDIES
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MEET THE INDIES
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MEET THE INDIES
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MEET THE INDIES
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MEET THE INDIES
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GET INVOLVED
46

How to belong...

@worldindiewarriors

Join us on Instagram

Follow us on Instagram to hear about
competitions we're hosting, photo
challenges, news and what our members
are up to such as book releases or events.

Tag us @worldindiewarriors for a
chance to be featured on our feed or in
our stories.
 
Are you a #bookstagrammer? If  you
have an all indie books stack photo, tag
it #AllIndieBooks for a chance to be
featured in our next brochure.

#WorldIndieWarriors

Join us on Facebook

Our FB group is a great place to share
ideas and experiences with other
members, ask questions, get support and
get involved in opportunities to support
indie creatives and diverse voices.  

World Indie Warriors Members



GET INVOLVED
47

It’s FREE to join. We have a culture of kindness and
support. We don’t have any expectations for membership.

We have opportunities to contribute. Do you HAVE to
contribute. No. But, it’s really appreciated when you do.

Join us on Word Press

Our website has a wealth of
information about us and what we are
up to.
 
Our blog hosts articles written by our
members covering a wide variety of
subjects showcasing how diverse the
indie community is. Please get in touch if you'd like to

contribute an article too.

https://worldindiewarriors.wordpress.com/

We have got so many fabulous ideas to expand what we do to support the
indie community. Right now is a fabulous time to get involved. 

JOIN US

HELP US

* Tell people about WIW 
* Invite others to join WIW
* Share the WIW brochure 
* Folllow us on Social Media 
* Attend our events 
* Use our hashtags

#worldindiewarriors #WIW
#WIWBooks #WIWMembers



https://worldindiewarriors.wordpress.com

World Indie Warriors Members

WorldIndieWarriors




